
In the last decade, magnetic ratchet effect of domain walls has been proposed by several groups as a working principle
for spintronic devices like magnetic diodes or shift registers. Indeed, some of the proposed strategies are promising
candidates to be seen in the near future in working devices. As an alternative route, we have succeeded in producing
and observing magnetic ratchet effects, as well as crossed-ratchet effects, in a ferromagnetic thin film where we have
nanopatterned 2D arrays of asymmetric holes in the submicrometric limit for hole sizes. The combination of Kerr
microscopy, X-Ray PhotoEmission Electron Microscopy and micromagnetic simulations has allowed a full magnetic
characterisation of the domain wall (DW) propagation processes over the whole array and the local DW morphology
and pinning at the holes.

It is found that the DW dynamics in the submicrometric size limit are governed by the interplay between DW elasticity
and half vortex propagation along hole edges: as hole size becomes comparable to DW width, flat DW propagation
modes are favoured over kinked DW propagation due to an enhancement of DW stiffness, and pinned DW segments
adopt asymmetric configurations related with Nèel DW chirality. Both ratchet and crossed-ratchet effects have been
experimentally found, and we propose a new ratchet/inverted-ratchet effect in the submicrometric range driven by
magnetic fields and electrical currents.
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Sample fabrica1on:
Amorphous Co0.7Si0.3 on Si(100) substrates 

Co and Si co-spuRering, 30 nm film
Well defined uniaxial anisotropy
In-plane magneVsaVon easy axis (EA)
Reversal of the film magneVsaVon by propagaVon of Néel type walls

Arrays of triangle-shaped holes by electron beam lithography (EBL)
Total area covered: 60 µm side square with two 50µm wide trenches
Arrays parallel and at 13º from EA

The base and height of the triangles: b = 500 nm and 1 µm
Column (l0) and row (h) separaVons: mulVples of b
l0 = ml b and h = mh b with ml and mh = 3, 4 and 5.
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Flat DW propagation shows a clear ratchet effect, originated only by the asymmetric shape of the holes, since the easy DW propagation
direction, defined as F , is coincident with the direction in which the triangles point.

Flat domain propagation (Kerr Microscopy)

Magne1c characteriza1on: Kerr microscopy
Wide field Kerr effect microscope from Evico Magnetics GmbH, operating in longitudinal configuration.
Magnetic field:  in plane and parallel to base of the triangles. 
Live videos of the DW propagation while changing the applied magnetic field. 

Magnetic characterization: X-ray PhotoEmission Electron Microscopy
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XPEEM at the UE49-PGM-1-SPEEM beamline of the 
BESSY II synchrotron (HZB, Berlin).

X-ray Magnetic Circular Dichroism at Co L3 edge 
30 nm resolution 
Red-white-blue signal proportional to the projection of 
the magnetisation along the direction of the incident X-
ray beam 
Magnetic sample holder (magnetic field during 
measurements).

DW width ~ 400 nm

Kinked domain propaga1on (Kerr Microscopy)
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Kinks nucleate and propagate when samples produced at 13º from EA
(for square arrays with b = 1 µm and 500 nn and separaVon ml = 3)

Kinks produce a Bk movement of the DW while Flat walls produce F movement of the DWàCrossed-ratchet effect.

Kinks are nucleated always at the lei limit of the array and propagated towards the right limit à indicator of the chirality of
the DW.

Current induced DW propagation:
Micromagnetic simulations 
Starting at a zero magnetisation state with a Néel DW located in the 
middle of the array and then ramping electrical current.

A clear asymmetry is observed in the DW propagation
Electrical Ratchet effect inverted to the magnetic Ratchet

Possible new route for the control of DWs in two opposite directions, 
each one with a different driving force.

Symmetric holes
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DWs move
towards each other in opposite 

directions, showing
no preferred propagation 
direction and therefore no

ratchet effect.

Domain wall morphology and pinning
DW morphology is determined by the interplay between
two different asymmetric factors:

• Elastic DW bending under the effect of the applied field pressure, that 
reflects the asymmetry in the patterned triangular hole shape. 

• Half vortex propagation along the edges of the triangular holes.

Highlights
• Ratchet and crossed-ratchet effects in magneVc domain wall moVon through 2D arrays of 

asymmetric submicrometric holes have been achieved.
• MicromagneVc simulaVons and high-resoluVon magneVc imaging show that in the 

submicrometric size regime domain walls become sVff, influencing their propagaVon.
• SimulaVons predict the control of an asymmetric propagaVon of domain walls in two opposite 

direcVons with electrical currents and magneVc fields.

2D magne1c domain wall ratchet: the limit of submicrometric holes

Micromagnetic simulations

Kerr  microscopyXPEEM
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